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browser in the Table of Contents page and some
changes might catch your eye. In addition to the re-
search articles, you will notice a Correspondence, a
Commentary, three Previews, and a Review. The new
content and other, less visible changes are the first
steps in transforming Immunity into an even more excit-
ing journal for our readers. These changes are made
with a specific goal in mind: to promote an inclusive
and vibrant immunology community through excellence
in scientific research and communication.
Immunity has always been a forum for pioneering
studies in immunology, and we remain dedicated to this
primary goal. Achieving this goal, however, requires suc-
cess in two separate but related elements—publishing
the most significant research and communicating this
content effectively. The scope of Immunity has not
changed. It will continue to publish works that provide
a substantial advance in the fundamental understanding
of the immune system. This expansive scope is intended
toappeal to and is reflectedby thewide readership of the
journal. The nature of certain topics, however, results in
conceptually complex research papers. To facilitate the
communication of important works to a broad audience,
wewill be offeringmore preview articles in every issue of
the journal,where experts in thefieldprovidedigests and
fresh perspectives on research articles that are pub-
lishedprimarily, but not necessarily, in Immunity. In addi-
tion, all authors should bemindful that their manuscripts
at Immunityare intended to reachadiverseaudienceand
hence should be written in a clear and logical fashion,
avoiding jargon and constructions of complex senten-
ces. To help enhance the accessibility of all research pa-
pers, manuscript editors will edit the text and the figures
of eachmanuscript for clarity of its scientific content be-
fore formal acceptance.
The current buzzwords in science might be ‘‘cross-
pollination,’’ ‘‘interdiscipline,’’ or variations of the same
theme. Regardless of the hype, it is clear that scientists
in all fields of study are increasingly dependent on each
other for intellectual exchange. With the rapid prolifera-
tion of primary data, review articles have become an im-
portantsourceof relevant information. Immunitywill con-
tinue to publish cutting-edge review articles by experts
to help readers keep abreast of the latest developments
in important areas of research. The reviewswill be schol-
arly and balanced, but they will also be innovative andprovocative. We hope that such review articles will ex-
pand theknowledgebaseof the readersand, importantly,
encourage readers to consider anewcourseof investiga-
tion that might not have otherwise crossed their path.
In the quest to understand the fundamentals of the
immune system, we must not lose sight of the ‘‘big pic-
ture’’ of immunology, i.e., its relevance in diseases and
its application in medicine. In addition, while you ponder
your favorite hypothesis and set forth to test it in the lab-
oratory, it may also be gratifying (and important) to
look back at the history of the field and honor the pio-
neers. All these relevant topics and more will be fodder
for the Commentary section that you will see in Immu-
nity. In this issue, Anthony Fauci (Director of the Na-
tional Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases,
United States National Institutes of Health) and col-
leagues discuss the immunology of influenza and high-
light the challenges to developing an effective vaccine.
We hope that commentaries such as this one will pro-
mote discussion among immunologists and encourage
each one of us to contribute to relevant issues on either
a scientific, political, or social level.
Last, but not least, Immunity will have a Correspon-
dence section, where we would be happy to consider
letters from the community on any topic that is relevant
and of interest to the readership of the journal. This sec-
tion will also accommodate short but data-based chal-
lenges of papers published in Immunity. The authors
of the original work will have an opportunity to respond
to the challenge, when appropriate, and the letters
will be peer reviewed. The aim of this section is to pro-
vide another medium for the community to exchange
information.
In a changing research environment, where most re-
searchers need to look beyond their specific area of re-
search to refine their ideas and to put their work into
context, we wish to facilitate networking by providing
valuable content to our readers. The formats of this con-
tent, some new, some existing, intend to engage the
community, inform the readers, and promote interaction
among subfields. We are excited by the changes taking
place, and we hope Immunity will continue to be an im-
portant companion to your research and a key link to
your research community.
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